DESIGN REVIEW COMMITTEE
AGENDA ITEM
AGENDA DATE:

SEPTEMBER 4, 2013

TO:

Chair Fox and Members of the Design Review Committee

THRU:

Leslie Aranda Roseberry, Planning Manager

FROM:

Anna Pehoushek, Principal Planner

SUBJECT:

DESIGN REVIEW NO. 4595-11 FOR A MIXED USE ADAPTIVE REUSE
PROJECT CONSISTING OF OFFICES, ARTIST STUDIOS AND SELF
STORAGE WITHIN THE ORANGE PACKING HOUSE, 1,200 SQ. FT. OF
DETACHED RETAIL IN THE ASSOCIATED PACKING HOUSE OFFICE
BUILDING, AND 20 NEW INFILL APARTMENTS

SUMMARY
The applicant is proposing a mixed use adaptive reuse project for a historic industrial property.
The 1924 packing house would be converted to 20,460 sq. ft. of office space and artist studios,
and 34,326 sq. ft. of self storage. The project includes the conversion of the associated historic
1,200 sq. ft. packing house office building to retail use. Demolition of four non-contributing,
detached accessory buildings is also proposed to accommodate new in-fill development of 20 3and 4- bedroom apartments on the southern portion of the parcel.

PRELIMINARY REVIEW
The Design Review Committee conducted preliminary review of an earlier version of the
proposed project on March 21, 2012. Modifications to the project proposal have occurred since
that time. The applicant has requested a preliminary review of the refined proposed concept with
the City’s Design Review Committee. No findings are stated. This is only a preliminary review.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Applicant:
Owner:
Property Location:
General Plan Designation:
Zoning Classification:
Existing Development:
Property Size:

Leason Pomeroy III
Lyle G. Shelton
426 W. Almond Avenue, east of ATSF Railway Tracks (between
Almond and Palmyra Avenues) (Old Towne Orange Historic District)
Old Towne Mixed Use (6-15 du/acre; 0.5 to 1.0 FAR) (OTMIX15)
Old Towne Mixed Use-15 and Multiple Family Residential (Santa
Fe Depot Specific Plan) (OTMU-15(SP) and R3 (SP))
94,100 sq. ft. vacant industrial buildings - Orange Mutual Packing
House (including basement and accessory buildings)
1.96 acre site
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Associated Applications:
Previous DRC Review:

MJSP No. 0670-11, ENV No. 1829-11 and VAR No. 2232-13
March 21, 2012 (Preliminary Review)

PUBLIC NOTICE
No Public Notice was required for this project.

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
A Mitigated Negative Declaration (ENV. No. 1829-11) is being prepared to evaluate the
potential environmental impacts of the project in accordance with the provisions of the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) per State CEQA Guidelines Section 15070 and in
conformance with Local CEQA Guidelines.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The proposed project involves the adaptive reuse of a historic packing house and freestanding
related office building to a mixed use development. The former Mutual Citrus Association
packing house is one of the last remaining industrial buildings from the citrus boom in Orange.
The packing house would be occupied by 20,460 sq. ft. of office space and artist studios, and
34,326 sq. ft. of self storage. The 1,200 sq. ft. office would be occupied by a retail/neighborhood
market use.
The project includes filling in of the existing loading ramp to the existing basement and raising
the grade along the east side of the packing house. This will permit first floor access for the new
office space. The change in grade will permit a new two-way driveway along the east property
line with access from Almond through to Palmyra Avenues.
The rear portion of the lot would be developed with 20 3- and 4-bedroom apartments (two 10unit buildings) that take access off of Palmyra Avenue. Existing non-contributing accessory
structures would be demolished to accommodate this new development. The apartment
buildings are designed as 3-story structures contained within the height limit allowed under the
zoning. Consequently, the applicant will be requesting approval of a Variance for the 3-stories.
Project improvements include surface parking, as well as onsite landscaping and streetscape
enhancements on both Almond Avenue and Palmyra Avenue.

EXISTING SITE AND AREA CONTEXT
Project Site:
The 1.96-acre project site is located immediately east of the railroad tracks and spans the depth
of the block from Almond to Palmyra Avenues. The site is currently developed with seven
buildings, two of which are historic. The remaining buildings are non-contributing accessory
buildings. The seven buildings have a gross building area of 72,702 square feet. Railroad rightof-way encroaches 6’ into the site and historic packing house building along the western property
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line (the applicant is currently in negotiations with the Orange County Transportation Authority
for the right-of-way regarding the disposition of this right-of-way).
The historic packing house (426 West Almond) (noted as Building “B” on plans) and related
1,200 sq. ft. office structure (422 West Almond) (noted as Building “A” on plans) were
constructed in the Mediterranean Revival architectural style. Both are contributing historic
resources on the City’s Historic Building Inventory. The two buildings are constructed of
exposed red brick with a plaster finish on the front facades, a typical Mediterranean Revival style
treatment for industrial building of this period. There is an approximately 8’ deep landscape area
along the foundation of the buildings’ Almond Avenue frontage.
Building “A” has a raised foundation with a center entrance, flanked with sloping pilasters
supporting the sides of concrete entrance steps. The plastered facade of the office building has
several defining Mediterranean features. With symmetrically placed six-over-six windows on
each side of the recessed entrance set within a reveal, a raised parapet with crenellated raised
corners, tile cap and raised mission arch aligned over the main entrance.
Building “B” has similar exterior treatments as Building “A” including crenellated corners, and a
centered mission arch at the parapet. The main entrance is on the east corner of the facade. It has
an arched entrance with a raised quoined stone surround. The windows are rectangular doublehung except for the four filled in arches over the windows on the center of the façade. The raised
street elevation has a series of basement windows with a center entrance to the basement. One
unique feature of the packing house is the angled “saw tooth” glass clearstory windows located
on the roof which provides sunlight to the interior of the building. This feature will be
incorporated into the proposed interior office space.
Surroundings:
Adjacent to the project site to the east is a historic industrial building and historic single-story
single-family residences on South Cypress Street and Marietta Place. North of the site is a
recently improved historic industrial property. South of the site across Palmyra Avenue are
contemporary 2-story multi-family residences. West of the site across the train tracks is a
contemporary self storage facility and contemporary 2-story duplexes.

EVALUATION CRITERIA
Orange Municipal Code (OMC) Section 17.10.070 establishes the general criteria the Design
Review Committee should use when reviewing the project. This section states the following:
The project shall have an internally consistent, integrated design theme, which is reflected in the
following elements:
1.

Architectural Features.
a.

The architectural features shall reflect a similar design style or period.

b.

Creative building elements and identifying features should be used to create a
high quality project with visual interest and an architectural style.
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2.

Landscape.
a.

The type, size and location of landscape materials shall support the project’s
overall design concept.

b.

Landscaping shall not obstruct visibility of required addressing, nor shall it
obstruct the vision of motorists or pedestrians in proximity to the site.

c.

Landscape areas shall be provided in and around parking lots to break up the
appearance of large expanses of hardscape.

3.

Signage. All signage shall be compatible with the building(s) design, scale, colors,
materials and lighting.

4.

Secondary Functional and Accessory Features. Trash receptacles, storage and loading
areas, transformers and mechanical equipment shall be screened in a manner, which is
architecturally compatible with the principal building(s).

Old Towne Design Standards:
The Old Towne Design Standards defer to the Santa Fe Depot Specific Plan for projects located
within the boundaries of the Specific Plan area.
Santa Fe Depot Specific Plan:
The Design Guidelines for Historic Buildings contained in the Santa Fe Depot Specific Plan
provide specific guidance related to historic industrial buildings with a special focus on packing
houses. The Specific Plan requires protection of character defining roof forms and materials,
distinctive windows, special attention to preserving industrial doors and patterns of openings,
and preservation of original materials. With respect to infill development and new construction,
the Specific Plan references both the Secretary of Interior Standards.
Secretary of Interior Standards:
The Secretary of Interior’s Standards call for infill and new construction to be differentiated from
the historic structure and to be compatible with the massing, size, scale and architectural features
of the property. Additions are also to be undertaken in a manner that maintains the essential
form and integrity of the historic structure.

A N A L Y S I S /S T A T E M E N T

OF THE

ISSUES

Issue 1: Adaptive Reuse:
The reuse of the packing house to a mix of office, artist studio and self storage can be
accommodated with limited modifications to the building exterior. The structure will retain a
high level of architectural integrity and remain easily interpreted as a historic packing house.
Similarly, the re-use of the historic office structure for a retail use will not affect the historic
relationship between the packing house and office.
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Issue 2: Building Architecture:
Packing House:
The adaptive reuse program maintains the loading bays, windows of the character defining sawtooth roof, and majority of openings along the Almond Avenue façade. The proposed project
involves limited changes to the packing house that include filling in the loading ramp to the
basement on the east side of the building to provide ground floor access to the new office space.
Office space along the east side of the building would include enclosed parking accessed via
existing roll up industrial doors. New door openings will be created on the east side of the
building to provide access to the office space and self storage. Doors would be industrial roll up
doors consistent with the existing doors. Simple metal canopies are proposed above the roll up
doors. The loading doors facing the railroad corridor would have security grills added to protect
the openings.
Changes to the north elevation of the packing house include the addition of canvas awnings and
the filling in of ground level openings/basement windows. These openings would be referenced
through the incorporation of a 1” reveal to mark their location. New signage would also be
incorporated on the north elevation.
The project, as proposed, maintains its integrity of location, design, workmanship, feeling and
association to convey its period of significance. Overall the project maintains and restores the
character defining features of the packing house and follows the Santa Fe Depot Specific Plan’s
Design Guidelines for Historic Buildings and the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards.
Office Building:
The adaptive reuse program for the historic office building involves little change to the building
exterior. The applicant proposes new canvas awnings over the north and west facing windows.
New signage would also be incorporated for a future tenant.
New Construction:
The design of the proposed apartment buildings responds to the scale and massing of the historic
packing house as well as their adjacency to the railroad corridor. The architecture offers a
simple contemporary contrast to the historic structures in order to be both complimentary and
differentiated from them.
The elevations facing the railroad corridor and neighborhood to the east have been designed with
minimal openings to address noise and privacy issues. The elevations oriented to the auto court
incorporate greater articulation through additional windows, private balconies, building
entrances ad awnings.
In contrast to the historic brick packing house, the proposed apartments would have a sand finish
plaster exterior. Proposed windows are light green energy efficient glass in aluminum frames. A
painted metal trellis would be provided as an overhead feature for the balconies.
The north and south elevations of the apartment buildings are largely unarticulated. The north
elevations interface with the interior of the site and solid south elevation of the packing house
structure. The south elevations interface with the neighborhood across Palmyra Avenue to the
south, and as presented do little to address their relationship to the Palmyra Avenue streetscape
and neighborhood development pattern. Under present development conditions, the Palmyra
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Avenue property frontage consists of solid corrugated metal walls adjacent to the sidewalk.
Perpetuating the long-standing industrial property relationship with Palmyra has its merits;
however the proposed project could also provide an opportunity to better integrate the site with
the surrounding neighborhood.
Staff is seeking feedback from the DRC on the overall design approach, and particularly the
south elevation interface with existing development on both the north and south sides of Palmyra
Avenue.
Issue 3: Landscaping:
The proposed landscape scheme incorporates trees and other plant material in concentrated
locations to enhance the pedestrian pathway connecting the apartments to the retail building and
Almond Avenue sidewalk. Streetscape and foundation landscaping is also proposed, however
space limitations in the public right-of-way will limit the street tree selection in this area to a
smaller stature tree. Staff is seeking feedback from the DRC on landscape considerations.

ADVISORY BOARD RECOMMENDATION
The project went before the Staff Review Committee on June 15, 2011, October 26, 2011, June
19, 2013, and August 7, 2013 for preliminary comments. The multiple reviews were a result of
revisions made to the project elements by the applicant.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

AND

REQUIRED FINDINGS

Staff is recommending that the Design Review Committee provide comments and design
direction only on the proposed project. No findings are stated. This is only a preliminary review.

ATTACHMENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Vicinity Map
Aerial and Site Photographs
Design Review Committee Minutes, March 21, 2012
City of Orange Historic Resources Inventory Form
1950 Sanborn Map
Site, Elevation, Floor , Roof , Lighting and Landscape Plans, stamp dated August 22,
2013

c: Leason Pomeroy
LP3 Architecture Inc.
158 N. Glassell Street, Unit 201
Orange, Ca 92866

Lyle Shelton
66524 E. Via Fresco
Anaheim, Ca 92807
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